Find us down by the farm,
Our tall ears are part of our charm.
We wiggle our noses while eating our hay,
And hop about while enjoying our day.

In the wild our habitat is covered in snow,
But here we love spring when things grow.
We look white, but our fur is actually clear;
Check our pools when you visit us here.

We are two apes who’d love a visit today,
Our red fur and long arms give us away.
We live in trees and love fruit and leaves,
So springtime for us? A favorite – yes please!

We love the spring and the mud that it brings,
And a splash in our pool, one of our favorite things.
Our trunks explore fresh leaves on the trees.
And our big ears love to hear the buzz of the bees.

Come to the Savanna, where I roam.
And find a new calf who calls the zoo home.
We’re chocolate brown with a little white too,
Our name starts with a B; we’re waiting for you!

Having six legs is our most notable trait.
We love spring and helping to pollinate!
Come visit us, not one animal, but many,
We have our own zoo, with legs aplenty.